Crooked Officer

Leroy works for one of the most Notorious
men in Savannah GA, Massa. Massa runs a
tight ship and never settles for excuses.
Leroys been doing a good job, until one
day, on a routine assignment; a drunken
Leroy fails to fulfill his obligations. He
soon feels the wrath of Massa. Massa is a
modern day slave master who runs the
streets of Savannah. He preys on the weak
and enslaves them. Because Leroy failed to
complete his assignment, Massa preyed on
his only son, Lebron; making him pay his
fathers debt. Since a child, Lebron wanted
to be one of Savannahs finest. He worked
hard to reach his goal, but things dont
always go as planned, until one day hes
offered a deal he cant refuse. Crooked
Officer is a different, but entertaining read
that will have you climbing the walls for
more.
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